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Abstract—Although intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) is an important tool in guiding complex coronary interventions,
the resolution of existing commercial IVUS devices is considerably poorer than that of optical coherence tomography.
Dual-frequency IVUS (DF IVUS), incorporating a second, higher frequency transducer, has been proposed as a possi-
ble method of overcoming this limitation. Although preliminary studies have shown that DF IVUS can produce com-
plementary images, including large-scale morphology and high detail of superficial features, it has not yet been
determined that this approach would be feasible in a more clinically relevant environment. The purpose of this study
was to demonstrate the first in vivo use of a 30/80 MHz DF IVUS catheter in visualizing coronary vessels in a porcine
model. In addition, two commercially available stents were studied in vitro and in vivo. Clear subjective improvement
of visualization of superficial structures is demonstrated, and sufficient dynamic range is achieved to image through
both the catheter sheath and blood in vivo. (E-mail: chelsea.munding@utoronto.ca) Crown Copyright © 2020
Published by Elsevier Inc. on behalf of World Federation for Ultrasound in Medicine & Biology. All rights reserved.
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INTRODUCTION

Intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) is frequently used to guide

percutaneous coronary interventions and has been shown

to be beneficial in complex cases. Nonetheless, IVUS has

some notable drawbacks in comparison to optical coher-

ence tomography (OCT). OCT achieves far superior resolu-

tion than any commercially available IVUS device,

allowing for more precise measurement of fibrous cap

thickness in thin-capped fibroatheroma (TCFA) and clearer

assessment of stent apposition to the vessel wall. However,

OCT requires blood to be flushed during imaging and has

limited penetration (1�2 mm) that may preclude imaging

of the full thickness of large plaques. Attempts have been

made to mitigate the resolution limitations of conventional

IVUS, which has 70�200 mm resolution and therefore can-

not accurately resolve a thin fibrous cap (<65 mm). One

approach has been to use higher frequency ultrasound. The

Kodama HD catheter (ACIST Medical Systems, Eden
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Prairie, MN, USA) uses a broadband transducer that can be

operated at either 40 or 60 MHz, with resolution of approx-

imately 40 mm at 60 MHz. This increase in frequency,

however, also reduces the penetration of the ultrasound sig-

nal. Although high frequency (HF) (>60 MHz) IVUS devi-

ces have been reported in the literature (Yuan 2008; Li et

al. 2011), they suffer from reduced penetration depth, and

none have been translated into commercial products.

Hybrid catheters are another possible solution to the resolu-

tion/penetration trade-off problem, notably the incorpo-

ration of IVUS and OCT into a single catheter. A

commercial hybrid IVUS/OCT catheter based on the work

of Li et al. (2013) has recently received US Food and Drug

Administration approval. This system, the Novasight (Con-

avi Medical, Inc., Toronto, ON, Canada), has shown con-

siderable promise for achieving both high resolution

superficial images and high penetration depth.

Dual-frequency IVUS (DF-IVUS) has been proposed

as an alternative approach to achieve both high resolution

and penetration, with a potentially simpler catheter and

imaging system (Ma et al. 2015; Qiu et al. 2015; Munding

et al. 2018; Su et al. 2019). In the study by Ma et al. (2015),
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3 prototypes were developed, with centre frequencies of 35/

90 MHz, 35/120 MHz and 35/150 MHz. These prototypes

were used to image vessel phantoms in saline and in porcine

blood, as well as in an ex vivo human coronary artery. It was

found that, although all 3 HF transducers (90, 120 and 150

MHz) achieved improved resolution over the 35 MHz ele-

ments, the penetration depth in the presence of blood was

severely reduced, leading the authors to conclude that flush-

ing would be necessary for this technique to be feasible.

More recently, Munding et al. (2018) demonstrated a more

clinically relevant 30/80 MHz DF-IVUS prototype con-

tained in a 3 French (Fr) low-density polyethylene (LDPE)

sheath. Chirp-coded excitation was used to improve the sig-

nal-to-noise ratio of the transducers. Formalin-fixed athero-

sclerotic human coronary arteries were imaged using the

prototype, demonstrating that HF images of superficial ves-

sel features could be acquired with excellent resolution

despite the presence of the sheath.

The results of these studies leave several questions.

Although Ma et al. (2015) found imaging through blood

to be impracticable at high frequencies, it is unclear

whether this would also be true for the more recent pro-

totype with chirped excitation. Ultrasound attenuation in

blood would be expected to be considerably higher at

80 MHz than at 30 MHz (Lockwood 1991; Foster et al.

2000; Treeby et al. 2011), which might preclude imaging

of the vessel wall. However, attenuation attributable to

blood has been observed to decrease at high shear rates

(Huang and Chang 2011), which may prove to be benefi-

cial for in vivo imaging compared with the static blood

pool in earlier experiments. The backscattering coeffi-

cient of blood increases exponentially with frequency,

and it is possible that, at 80 MHz, the backscatter from

blood might be similar to that of tissue, obscuring the

luminal border. Moreover, both backscattering and atten-

uation have been found to change with shear rate and

acceleration (Foster et al. 1994; Huang et al. 2013).

Although blood can be flushed from the imaging field

using an injection of iodinated X-ray contrast agent (as

for OCT), it is unclear what effect this medium would

have on ultrasound image quality at high frequencies. In

addition to the effect of blood, formalin fixation (as used

in our earlier study) changes the mechanical properties

of tissue and will therefore affect the acoustic response.

In addition to the questions of practicability, the

potential uses of this device beyond the characterization

of TCFA should be considered. An important role of

intravascular imaging is to assess stent placement, ensur-

ing that the stent is fully expanded and well-apposed to

the vessel wall (Hong et al. 2015). Although conven-

tional IVUS is better able to measure stent area than

angiography, relatively poor resolution limits its ability

to precisely assess apposition. With its improved resolu-

tion, DF-IVUS may be able to overcome this limitation.
In this report, we present what is, to our knowledge,

the first in vivo use of DF-IVUS imaging in an animal

model. Subjective image quality is examined, and visual-

ization of the superficial vascular surface is tested in the

presence of the catheter sheath and blood. In addition,

two commercially available stents are imaged in vitro

and in vivo to study the potential value of DF-IVUS in

imaging stent deployment.
METHODS

Catheters and imaging system

We have described the fabrication of the DF-IVUS

catheters and the imaging system in Munding et al.

(2018). We do, however, briefly summarize the fabrica-

tion here and note any differences.

The DF-IVUS prototype included 2 piezoelectric

transducers, with centre frequencies of 30 and 80 MHz.

The 2 transducer elements were positioned on opposite

sides of a shared backing layer to produce a 0.5 mm £
0.5 mm £ 1 mm bidirectional stack. Electrical connec-

tions to each transducer were achieved with microcoax-

ial cables that were then threaded through a 1.5 m�long

torque cable to the distal end of which the transducer

was attached with a small amount of cyanoacrylate glue.

The torque cable and transducer were then introduced

into a 3 Fr polymer sheath and proximal end connector

supplied by Conavi Medical, Inc. In our earlier study

(Munding et al. 2018), the entire sheath was made of

LDPE. Here, we used a composite sheath assembled in-

house, incorporating a harder proximal high-density

polyethylene segment to improve durability and maneu-

verability, and a 15 cm distal LDPE segment for imag-

ing. A “monorail tip,” which allows the end of the IVUS

catheter to travel along a 0.014” coronary guidewire was

attached to the distal end of the LDPE segment. The

assembled catheter is shown in Figure 1.

The transmit/receive path for the transducers was

also updated from Munding et al. (2018). A 12 dB atten-

uator was placed in each transmit circuit before the

expander to minimize electrical reverberations contribut-

ing to ring-down. The 30-MHz receive circuit included a

9 to 50 MHz bandpass filter and no preamplifier. The

80 MHz circuit incorporated a 50 to 150 MHz bandpass

filter and 18 dB preamplifier.

In addition to the circuitry, the excitation signals

were also modified to better match the approach of ear-

lier studies of chirp-modulated IVUS (Maresca et al.,

2012; Qiu et al. 2016), which used longer, Tukey-tapered

waveforms in contrast to the 10-cycle, rectangular-envel-

oped chirps used in Munding et al. (2018). The new

transmitted signals consisted of 20-cycle chirps, Tukey-

enveloped with a 90% taper and a �6 dB bandwidth of

100% around the centre frequencies of 30 and 80 MHz.



Fig. 1. Assembled dual-frequency intravascular ultrasound catheter with guidewire and syringe for flushing. Inset shows
detail of catheter tip.
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The excitation signals to each transducer were inter-

leaved, and a pulse-repetition frequency of 47 kHz was

used for each transducer. The catheter was rotated at

20 Hz, and the received signals were sampled and digi-

tized at a rate of 309 MHz for each channel and 2,396 A-

lines per channel for each frame.

The acquired data were stored and post-processed to

create the final images. The fast-time echoes were com-

pressed by cross-correlation with the transmitted signals,

and adjacent A-lines were averaged as previously

described, using Gaussian-weighted averaging windows of

38 and 30 samples at 30 and 80 MHz, respectively, for

20 Hz rotation. Time-gain compensation (TGC) was

applied at 2 dB/mm for the low frequency (LF) images

and at 4 dB/mm to a depth of 3 mm for the HF images,

with no additional TGC at larger depths.

In vitro stent imaging

It was hypothesized that the 80 MHz (HF) transducer

would be able to visualize stent struts with greater precision,

and with better imaging of the vessel wall behind the stent

compared with the 30 MHz (LF) transducer. To test the per-

formance of the transducers in this setting, 2 experiments

were carried out. First, the catheter was introduced into the

lumen of an expanded 3 mm�diameter stent held in a water

bath. A pullback was performed to image a small segment

of the stent. Two 3 mm stents were imaged: XIENCE V

(Abbott Laboratories, Lake Bluff, IL, USA) and Endeavour

Resolute (Medtronic, Minneapolis, MN, USA). The struts

of the XIENCE V have a square profile, 81 mm across with

a 7.8 mm�thick polymer coating, and the struts of the

Endeavour have a round profile, 91 mm in diameter with a
4.5 mm polymer coating (Perkins et al. 2009). These dimen-

sions are below the lateral�6-dB resolution and larger than

the �6 dB axial resolution of either transducer. For each

pullback, 20 adjacent frames were selected, and for each

visible strut echo, the depth of the echo and the �6 dB

lengths of its axial and lateral profiles were recorded.

Next, the Endeavour stent was embedded in a phan-

tom to simulate malapposition. An echogenic phantom

matrix was prepared using 2% agar and 2% graphite pow-

der by weight in deionized, degassed water. An echolucent

mixture, using 2% agar without the graphite, was also pre-

pared. The echogenic phantom was poured into a centri-

fuge tube, leaving a 3.5 mm�wide lumen in the centre.

Next, the stent was placed over a 3 mm�diameter rod. The

stent fit snuggly on the rod but could be dislodged with

gentle pressure. The rod was placed in the channel and

held to one side to press the stent against the phantom wall.

The anechoic agar mixture was poured into the remaining

space and allowed to cool. The rod was then gently

removed, leaving the stent in the channel directly adjacent

to the lumen of the echogenic channel on one side. The

phantom was removed from the centrifuge tube and placed

in a holder in a water bath. The catheter was introduced

into the lumen of the phantom, with the transducer posi-

tioned just distal to the stent, and a pullback was recorded.

The 30 and 80 MHz images in 20 frames were analyzed

qualitatively for their ability to assess apposition. As

another method of comparing the lateral imaging perfor-

mance of the 2 transducers in the presence of a stent, the

total angle shadowed by the stent struts was calculated for

each transducer and for each frame. Because the 2 trans-

ducers are coplanar, this measurement should be largely
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independent of strut distance or geometry. Non-uniform

rotational distortion (NURD) is an artifact resulting from

non-linear rotation of an imaging catheter. NURD appears

as apparent stretching of the image over one sector (where

rotation slows or stops) followed by compression of an

adjacent sector (where the catheter snaps back into regular

motion. Although these measurements might still be sus-

ceptible to errors attributable to NURD, repeating the mea-

surement in several adjacent frames should mitigate this

source of error and make it possible to compare the lateral

imaging capability of the 2 transducers and their ability to

visualize features behind a stent.
In vivo imaging

The in vivo imaging protocol was reviewed and

approved by the Animal Care Committee of Sunnybrook

Research Institute (Toronto, ON, Canada). A healthy 55 kg

female pig was sedated and anaesthetized, and a 7 Fr intro-

ducer sheath was placed in the right femoral artery. A 6 Fr

guide sheath was advanced into the coronary ostium and a

0.014” guidewire was used to engage the left circumflex

coronary artery (LCX). The distal monorail port of the DF-

IVUS catheter was placed over the wire and advanced until

the transducer reached the mid-LCX. We recorded 3 pull-

backs—1 beginning distal to the bifurcation, 1 slightly prox-

imal to the bifurcation and 1 in the proximal LCX. The DF-

IVUS catheter was then removed, and a 3 £ 23 mm

XIENCE V stent was deployed proximal to the bifurcation.

The DF-IVUS catheter was re-introduced, and 2 more pull-

backs were captured—1 of the stented artery and a second

of the same segment while flushing the blood, using iodin-

ated contrast. A dynamic range of 45 dB was used to dis-

play these images.
RESULTS

In vitro stent imaging

A sample image frame from the XIENCE stent is pre-

sented in Figure 2a, and the axial and lateral �6-dB lengths

measured for each strut are presented in Figures 2b and 2c,

respectively. In Figure 2a, additional rings can be observed

outside the main ring of closely spaced struts. These are

consistent with multiple reflections between the struts and

catheter. In both stents, the HF echoes were usually shorter

in the axial direction than the LF echoes (mean �6 dB

length 32 mm versus 52 mm for XIENCE, 30 mm versus 54

mm for Endeavour). Although the LF echo length was close

to the expected �6-dB axial resolution (50 mm), this was

not true of the HF echoes (20 mm expected). No relation-

ship was noted between axial length and distance between

the transducer and stent strut. Examining the data more

closely, although the LF echo lengths were unimodally dis-

tributed near the axial resolution, the HF lengths demon-

strated a bimodal distribution, with maxima at 23/38 mm
and 21/38 mm for the XIENCE and Endeavour, respec-

tively. The lateral echo widths from each stent strut were

broadly distributed, with mean�6 dB widths at 30/80 MHz

of 8.1˚§ 5.7˚/6.2˚§ 4.4˚ and 8.0˚§ 7.2˚/6.3˚§ 7.8˚ for the

XIENCE and Endeavour stents, respectively (expected

�6 dB lateral resolution at 1.3 mm was 7.0˚ for the 30-

MHz elements and 5.5˚ for the 80 MHz elements, as mea-

sured in Munding et al. [2018]). No noticeable relationship

was observed between echo width and distance between the

strut and transducer for the measured range of distances

(approximately 1.1�1.6 mm for the XIENCE stent and

0.9�1.7 for the Endeavour).

Figure 3a presents coplanar LF and HF frames from

the stent/phantom imaging experiment. An OCT frame

from the same phantom is also shown for the sake of com-

parison, although this image was not coplanar with the

IVUS frames. Qualitatively, the stent and vessel wall can be

observed with greater precision in the HF images and even

more clearly with OCT. The distance between the individ-

ual struts and the wall is apparent around the circumference

of the lumen at 80 MHz, and the spacing is less clear at

30 MHz. Although both axial and lateral resolution were

superior with OCT, some of the struts are not well visual-

ized, potentially because the light was reflected off-axis.

The presence of the struts, however, can be inferred from

the shadows they cast. The total angle shadowed by the

stent struts at 30 and 80 MHz for each frame is presented in

Figure 3b. From this figure it is clear that, although the total

shadowing varies for each frame, the angle of visible phan-

tom wall was consistently lower for the LF transducer than

for the HF transducer. On average, the total LF shadow

angle is 1.65 times greater than at 80 MHz. This analysis

was not extended to the OCT pullback because of the differ-

ences in position and NURD, although, qualitatively, the

amount of shadowing appeared lower with OCT.

In vivo imaging

Figure 4 presents several images obtained during the

in vivo experiment. During image reconstruction, consider-

able radiofrequency noise was noted in the HF images,

likely attributable in large part to FM radio interference.

Fortunately, it was found that the bulk of the noise could

be removed by an 88 MHz 5th-order Butterworth low-pass

filter. Because of the high frequency-dependent attenuation,

it is likely that the bulk of the signal was below this cut-off.

Figures 4a and 4b present coplanar LF/HF views of the

mid-LCX without flushing of the blood. For the sake of

comparison, a representative histologic slide is also pre-

sented in Figure 4f. The HF frame shows imaging of the

superficial wall to a depth of approximately 1 mm, despite

high attenuation and strong backscattering from the blood.

In both images it is apparent that the HF transducer

achieves better resolution than the LF element, although

penetration depth is noticeably reduced. The borders of the



Fig. 2. In vitro stent imaging results and analysis. (a) Sample dual-frequency intravascular ultrasound frame of a 3-mm
XIENCE stent, showing somewhat improved resolution of the individual struts at 80 MHz than at 30 MHz (dynamic
range: 45 dB). The 3 sample struts in each image are indicated by orange arrows, and any additional reflections between
these struts and the catheter sheath are indicated by white arrows. The blue arrows indicate the extent of the near-field
artifacts. (b) The �6-dB axial strut echo lengths for 2 different stents. (c) The �6-dB lateral strut echo widths and the

measured beamwidth (from Munding et al. 2018) of each transducer at the corresponding depths.
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Fig. 3. Imaging of a malapposed XIENCE V stent in the lumen of a vessel phantom. (a) Sample frames imaged with
dual-frequency intravascular ultrasound and optical coherence tomography (OCT). Note that the LF and high frequency
(HF) images are coplanar, but the OCT images were acquired separately and therefore do not correspond to the same
plane. Qualitatively, the shadows appear narrower for the HF images than the LF images. The shadows in the OCT image
appear to be even narrower, and the stent struts are more precisely resolved. Orange arrows indicate the location of a
stent strut in each image, with the corresponding shadow demarcated in blue. (b) Analysis of total angle shadowed by a
XIENCE V stent with dual-frequency intravascular ultrasound. In every frame analyzed, the HF transducer showed less

shadowing of the phantom wall behind the stent.
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lumen are clearly delineated in both frames, but the media

is visible only in the 80 MHz images. Figure 4c presents a

sample frame acquired in the mid-LCX while flushing with

iodinated contrast solution. Some residual blood is visible

in the lumen at 1�2 o’clock. Flushing resulted in much

stronger echoes from the intima. However, the overall

image quality and penetration depth did not seem to

improve compared with images in blood. Figures 4d

and 4e both present the stented mid-LCX, in the pres-

ence of blood in Figure 4d and flushed in Figure 4e.

Although some struts are visible at both frequencies,

it can be difficult to differentiate them from the

bright echoes of the underlying wall. In contrast to

the phantom imaging experiment, the stent struts did

not produce noticeable shadows in vivo.
DISCUSSION

The improved resolution of the 80-MHz in vivo

images compared with those at 30 MHz is consistent with

Munding et al. (2018) and current in vitro results, which

found axial resolutions of 16 and 50 mm and lateral reso-

lutions of 120 and 200 mm at 30 and 80 MHz, respec-

tively. Given the high degree of attenuation in blood and

the negative results of previous imaging experiments in

blood at high frequencies (Ma et al. 2015), the results of

the present in vivo imaging experiments were surprising

and encouraging. The 80-MHz transducer was able to

visualize the vessel wall clearly through the blood,

although the penetration depth was considerably lower

than that of the LF transducer. Although flushing the

blood with iodinated contrast solution produced greater

contrast at the luminal border, little effect on overall

image quality was noted. In comparison, OCT requires

flushing to achieve a similar level of penetration depth.
The improvement in axial resolution is further sup-

ported by the in vitro stent imaging results. The length of

the 30 MHz stent strut echoes is close to the reported

axial resolution in Munding et al. (2018). Although the

average length of the 80 MHz strut echoes is relatively

high compared with the expected axial resolution, the

bimodal distribution of echo lengths is consistent with

axial resolution near 20 mm and the presence of a rever-

beration artifact in the struts. A quantitative comparison

of the lateral width of individual strut echoes was more

difficult because of the high variability of the data,

although the lateral resolution of the 80 MHz images

appears to be better than that of the 30 MHz images visu-

ally. This observation is further supported by an analysis

of the shadowing produced by the stent struts in coplanar

frames, where it was consistently found that the 80 MHz

images contained less shadowing and a larger angle of

visible luminal wall behind the stent. Examining the

malapposed stent in the phantom, it is apparent that the

improved resolution of the 80-MHz transducer allows

for more precise localization of the stent struts and more

consistent and precise measurement of the distance

between the stent struts and the vessel wall. This sug-

gests that DF-IVUS might be better suited to detecting

malapposition than conventional IVUS alone.

DF-IVUS still has some drawbacks compared with

OCT. Resolution, especially in the lateral direction, is

poorer with our prototype than with OCT (~20 mm vs.

~10 mm axially and ~150 mm vs. ~40 mm laterally,

respectively). The excellent resolution of OCT allows

for detailed measurements such as neointimal coverage

of stent struts. OCT may also provide better soft tissue

contrast than IVUS and can penetrate calcifications.

The images acquired with our prototype showed

notable differences in the shape of the lumen between the



Fig. 4. Dual-frequency intravascular ultrasound images of an in vivo porcine left circumflex artery (LCX) with 45-dB
dynamic range. The white asterisk indicates the location of the guidewire shadowing artifact, and the orange arrows
point to stent struts. (a) Mid-LCX proximal to the bifurcation with no flushing of blood. (b) LCX distal to the bifurcation
without flushing. (c) Mid-LCX proximal to the bifurcation with flushing of the blood using an X-ray contrast solution.
(d) A XIENCE V stent placed in the mid-LCX, proximal to the bifurcation, without flushing. (e) The same stent imaged

while flushing the blood, using an X-ray contrast agent.
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high and LF images, which might prove to be a limiting

factor in the ability to co-register the images. However,

because this seems to be largely attributable to NURD

(see Appendix), the problem might be mitigated with

improved catheter design or image processing techniques.

This study leaves some important remaining ques-

tions. Because imaging was performed in a healthy pig,

it is unclear how well this technique would perform in

vivo in the presence of atherosclerosis. Although OCT

can precisely measure fibrous cap thickness, this proto-

type may lack the soft tissue contrast to achieve similar

performance, despite its high resolution. OCT is highly

attenuated by fatty tissue, making it difficult to measure

the full thickness of a plaque. Although conventional

IVUS can penetrate these deposits, it is unclear whether

HF IVUS would be able to image the full plaque. Fur-

thermore, it was not shown in vivo that HF IVUS could

better differentiate malapposed stent struts, although in

vitro imaging suggested that it can image the struts and

wall with greater precision.
Fig. 5. Differences in lumen shape between high and low frequ
from the left circumflex coronary artery proximal to the bifurc
lumen between the two images. (b) Using an average autocorre
low frequency image, an estimate of non-uniform rotational d
width across the image. (c) Adjusting the angular coordinates o

uniform rotational distortion shows improved correspond
CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that DF-IVUS operating at centre

frequencies of 30 and 80 MHz and contained in a clini-

cally relevant catheter is able to acquire images of the cor-

onary arterial wall in vivo. Unlike OCT, these images

could be acquired even in the presence of blood in the

lumen. Furthermore, in vitro phantom imaging demon-

strated that HF IVUS may be able to more precisely eval-

uate stent apposition than conventional IVUS, allowing

for more precise measurement of the distance between a

stent strut and the vessel wall. Although in vivo imaging

of atherosclerotic plaques was not performed, the results

of this study support the feasibility of DF-IVUS as a

potentially valuable means of intravascular imaging.
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APPENDIX

In Figure 4, the HF and LF images often seem to

show different vessel shapes. This was thought to be the

result of NURD. As a test of this idea, the degree of

NURD was estimated from an LF image by performing

an autocorrelation of lateral speckle data. This is similar

to a NURD-reduction technique for OCT described by

Uribe-Patarroyo and Bouma (2015). Here, we used an

autocorrelation window of 450 lines, stepping the win-

dow laterally across three frames to find the -6 dB width

at each point. This was repeated for 1360 time points

(covering an imaging depth of approximately 0.6 to 4

mm). The average across all time points was calculated,

smoothed using a 100-point window, and scaled to esti-

mate the angle subtended by each A-line. Figure 5a

shows an example of distorted frames, and Figure 5b

illustrates the corresponding NURD estimate in compari-

son to linear motion. The NURD data was inverted and

applied to the original image data to correct the distor-

tion. Figure 5C shows the corrected images. Although

the correction did not entirely mitigate the artifact, a

noticeable improvement was achieved.
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